1. Introduction {#sec1-ijerph-15-01279}
===============

The incidence, prevalence, and prognosis of mental disorders is strongly linked to community-level factors \[[@B1-ijerph-15-01279]\]. The availability and integration of mental health services into communities can promote accessibility, acceptability, affordability, and scalability of services, as well as promote adherence to treatment and increase the likelihood of positive clinical outcomes \[[@B2-ijerph-15-01279],[@B3-ijerph-15-01279],[@B4-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Moreover, community services can play a crucial role in promoting mental health awareness, reducing stigma and discrimination, supporting recovery and social inclusion, and preventing mental disorders \[[@B5-ijerph-15-01279],[@B6-ijerph-15-01279],[@B7-ijerph-15-01279]\]. It follows that international action plans and guidelines emphasize community mental health care. The World Health Organization's (WHO) *Mental Health Action Plan for 2013--2020* calls for the provision of comprehensive, integrated mental health and social care including promotion and prevention programs in communities integrating the perspectives and engagement of service users and families \[[@B8-ijerph-15-01279]\]. The WHO *QualityRights Toolkit* requires the establishment of community-based, recovery-oriented services \[[@B9-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Article 19 of United Nations *Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities* asserts that persons with disabilities, including psychosocial disabilities, should be provided with support to live independently in the community \[[@B10-ijerph-15-01279]\].

The World Psychiatric Association's (WPA) guidance on community mental health care characterizes community-oriented care as having a population and public health focus, community-based case finding, services available within half a day's travel, participatory decision making, self-help and peer support for service users, treatment initiation in primary care facilities and communities, stepped care, specialist supervision, collaboration with non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and networks across services, communities, and traditional and religious healers \[[@B11-ijerph-15-01279],[@B12-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Similarly, the third edition of the World Bank's *Disease Control Priorities* recommends community platforms for the following mental health service components: training gatekeepers for early identification and delivery of low-intensity psychosocial support, establishing peer and family support groups, raising awareness about harmful substance use, implementing workplace stress reduction programs, supporting community-based rehabilitation, and establishing community programs for child and adolescent mental disorders such as parenting programs with special attention to early childhood enrichment and life skills for adolescents \[[@B13-ijerph-15-01279]\].

The importance of community mental health care may have even greater relevance in low- and middle-income countries (LMIC) compared to high-income countries (HICs). The gap between the burden of mental disorders and available evidence-based services is staggering in LMIC. Whereas one out of five persons with depression receive minimally adequate care in HICs, only one out of 10 receive care in upper-middle income countries, and one out of 27 in lower-middle income countries \[[@B14-ijerph-15-01279]\]. The picture has been equally bleak for severe mental disorders, where it is not uncommon for persons with schizophrenia to spend more than five years with active psychosis before evidence-based treatment is initiated \[[@B15-ijerph-15-01279]\]. In community platforms, such as the home, prayer camps, traditional healing centers, and other religious institutions, persons with severe mental illness may be chained, kept in forced seclusion, and suffer sexual abuse and other forms of exploitation \[[@B16-ijerph-15-01279],[@B17-ijerph-15-01279],[@B18-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Therefore, outreach to communities is crucial for human rights protection. Standard facility-based psychiatric services are often inadequate to address negative social determinants of mental health such as economic deprivation, ethnic/racial discrimination, exposure to traumatic events, and violation of human rights \[[@B16-ijerph-15-01279],[@B19-ijerph-15-01279],[@B20-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Moreover, the high levels of stigma toward people with mental illness among the general public and health workers is a barrier to seeking specialized mental health services \[[@B21-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Additional constraints include lack of evidence on screening and detection programs to identify persons needing care, lack of transportation infrastructure to reach health facilities, shortage of health personnel trained in mental health care, and lack of psychological treatments at health facilities \[[@B22-ijerph-15-01279],[@B23-ijerph-15-01279],[@B24-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Given these challenges, it is vital to determine how to effectively work in communities and with community-based service providers for mental health care delivery in low-resource settings.

The primary objective of this review is to map the landscape of evidence-based community components of mental health interventions and draw lessons about their implementation. We characterize community components as any aspects of mental health intervention delivered outside of a primary care or specialty mental health care setting. Although the WPA defines community mental health care more broadly than simply the setting in which a program is delivered, we pragmatically focus on the activities and implementation of mental health services in communities. This is crucial to identifying the key competencies for providers so that governments and organizations can scale up these programs and explore new avenues for community-based care. Additionally, it is important to identify gaps in practice and knowledge so that research can evaluate the effectiveness of community-based strategies.

2. Materials and Methods {#sec2-ijerph-15-01279}
========================

2.1. Search Strategy {#sec2dot1-ijerph-15-01279}
--------------------

We conducted a review of reviews in November 2017. Our review question was "What interventions have been evaluated in community settings for treatment and prevention of mental disorders in low- and middle-income countries?" We searched three databases: OVID MEDLINE/PubMed (since 1946), PsycINFO (since 1806), and Web of Science (Social Science Citation Index). Search headings included 'developing countries/' or 'global health/', 'mental health/' or 'mental disorders/'. We identified additional sources through our prior participation in systematic reviews and bibliography scans of included references. We limited results to publications indexed as review articles in the search engines. We registered protocol in PROSPERO, registration number: CRD42018092014.

2.2. Eligibility Criteria {#sec2dot2-ijerph-15-01279}
-------------------------

We included studies if they were reviews of randomized and non-randomized controlled trials for psychiatric conditions in LMIC. We extracted community components of interventions with 'community components' operationalized as aspects of mental health interventions not conducted in health facilities (i.e., services delivered within primary care clinics, specialty services, and psychiatric hospitals were excluded). 'Intervention' refers to any activity deliberately administered to promote recovery or remission of a mental disorder, reduction of symptoms, or improvement of functioning among persons living with a mental disorder. We excluded intervention programs that were delivered exclusively within primary care or health facilities. For interventions in which some components were conducted in a community platform and others in a health facility, we extracted information related to those implemented in the community. For this review, we considered a community health worker or lay health worker as a community provider, whereas primary care workers were not community providers. Within each review, we only extracted information based on the specific studies that included a community component. Therefore, not all studies in a review were extracted for content analysis. For the extraction, we use the term 'platform' to refer to the setting where the interventions occur, e.g., schools, homes, public spaces, and community buildings.

Eligible psychiatric conditions were based on five broad diagnostic categories: common mental disorders, perinatal mental disorders, psychotic disorders, substance use disorders, and child and adolescent mental disorders. LMIC status was determined by World Bank criteria for low- or middle-income economies at the time of the intervention trial \[[@B25-ijerph-15-01279]\]. We only included systematic reviews. We excluded reviews if they did not summarize mental health intervention trials, if the trials were not conducted in LMIC, and if quantitative outcomes reporting effectiveness were not presented. If a review contained both HIC and LMIC studies, we included the review but only extracted information on the LMIC studies. If all studies and descriptive information in a review were reported in a more recent updated review, then the earlier review was excluded.

2.3. Data Extraction and Synthesis {#sec2dot3-ijerph-15-01279}
----------------------------------

We extracted five domains for each review based on criteria adapted from a prior review of psychological treatments in LMIC \[[@B26-ijerph-15-01279]\]:**Domain 1. WHY** was a community component or community platform selected for the intervention or an aspect of the intervention? What was the rationale for how the community component would facilitate achievement of the intervention objectives?**Domain 2. WHERE** was the community component conducted or delivered? What were the barriers or facilitators in that setting, i.e., platform?**Domain 3. WHAT** were the community components of the intervention? This could include specific strategies (e.g., community sensitization, awareness raising), or specific therapies (e.g., behavioral activation, cognitive behavioral therapy).**Domain 4. WHO** is the delivery agent for the community component? How were they recruited, trained, supervised, and certified, and how was their competency determined?**Domain 5. HOW** were the community components implemented? This refers to any descriptions of the process by which the actions are implemented, including roles of specialist mental health workers and other support staff, specific manuals, technologies, and tools.

In addition to the above a priori extraction fields, after preliminary coding, we added '**Harms and Risks**' as an extraction field given the importance of this issue for ethical, safe, and effective community programs. We include harms and risks both within the context of persons receiving mental health services and for persons delivering community components.

Two authors (B.A.K. and A.B.) examined all reviews for eligibility. Eligible reviews were divided among the authors, with reviews assigned based on the authors' expertise in specific psychiatric conditions. The authors then extracted data as summaries, from their allocated reviews for the five data domains described above. Some of the authors had participated in some of the reviews eligible for this meta-review. Therefore, when possible, they consulted their original data extraction tools to supplement their summaries with information not reported in the final review publications. When authors encountered ambiguous findings or descriptions, a second author was consulted to make extraction recommendations. Analysis was limited to narrative summaries. Given heterogeneity in study design and differential coding and extraction strategies used in the reviews, a meta-analysis was not conducted.

2.4. Quality Assessment of Included Studies {#sec2dot4-ijerph-15-01279}
-------------------------------------------

The quality assessment was performed using the AMSTAR 2 criteria for systematic reviews of randomized and non-randomized studies of health care interventions. By going through the key sequential steps of conducting a systematic review, the AMSTAR 2 assesses both quality of the systematic review along with identifying any critical weaknesses \[[@B27-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Two authors (B.A.K. and A.B.) scored each article on the 16 quality criteria.

3. Results {#sec3-ijerph-15-01279}
==========

3.1. Search Results and Review Characteristics {#sec3dot1-ijerph-15-01279}
----------------------------------------------

From our database searches, we identified 292 reviews plus an additional 17 reviews from other sources. Twenty-three reviews met eligibility criteria for the narrative synthesis ([Figure 1](#ijerph-15-01279-f001){ref-type="fig"}). Of these, ten reviews covered common mental disorders, eight reviews covered perinatal mental disorders, four reviews addressed psychotic disorders, two reviews covered substance abuse disorders, and nine reviews covered child and adolescent mental health. Some reviews covered multiple conditions (e.g., common mental disorders, substance abuse, and child and adolescent mental disorders; see [Table 1](#ijerph-15-01279-t001){ref-type="table"}).

Of the ten eligible reviews identified for *common mental disorders*, we included eight individual each of which had a community-based component and a positive outcome in a randomized controlled trial (RCT) \[[@B26-ijerph-15-01279],[@B29-ijerph-15-01279],[@B31-ijerph-15-01279],[@B33-ijerph-15-01279],[@B35-ijerph-15-01279],[@B36-ijerph-15-01279],[@B43-ijerph-15-01279],[@B44-ijerph-15-01279],[@B45-ijerph-15-01279],[@B49-ijerph-15-01279]\]. The predominant reason for excluding common mental disorder studies was that all activities in a trial took place within a primary care facility. The countries for the eight studies were Brazil \[[@B50-ijerph-15-01279]\], China \[[@B51-ijerph-15-01279]\], Colombia \[[@B52-ijerph-15-01279]\], the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) \[[@B53-ijerph-15-01279]\], Pakistan \[[@B54-ijerph-15-01279]\], Sri Lanka \[[@B55-ijerph-15-01279]\], Thailand \[[@B56-ijerph-15-01279]\], and Uganda \[[@B57-ijerph-15-01279]\].

For *perinatal mental disorders*, we included 19 studies from 17 publications. We excluded studies that did not target mothers or those without a psychological component targeting mental health (e.g., psychosocial stimulation programs only). The majority of studies were implemented in China (n = 5) \[[@B58-ijerph-15-01279],[@B59-ijerph-15-01279],[@B60-ijerph-15-01279],[@B61-ijerph-15-01279],[@B62-ijerph-15-01279]\] and sub-Saharan Africa (n = 4) \[[@B63-ijerph-15-01279],[@B64-ijerph-15-01279],[@B65-ijerph-15-01279],[@B66-ijerph-15-01279]\], followed by South Asia (n = 4) \[[@B54-ijerph-15-01279],[@B67-ijerph-15-01279],[@B68-ijerph-15-01279],[@B69-ijerph-15-01279]\], Mexico and Chile (n = 3) \[[@B70-ijerph-15-01279],[@B71-ijerph-15-01279],[@B72-ijerph-15-01279]\], and Eastern Europe (n = 1) \[[@B73-ijerph-15-01279],[@B74-ijerph-15-01279]\].

For persons living with *psychosis*, five systematic reviews were found relating to community-based interventions \[[@B28-ijerph-15-01279],[@B36-ijerph-15-01279],[@B38-ijerph-15-01279],[@B45-ijerph-15-01279],[@B49-ijerph-15-01279]\], from which 13 relevant evaluations were identified \[[@B75-ijerph-15-01279],[@B76-ijerph-15-01279],[@B77-ijerph-15-01279],[@B78-ijerph-15-01279],[@B79-ijerph-15-01279],[@B80-ijerph-15-01279],[@B81-ijerph-15-01279],[@B82-ijerph-15-01279],[@B83-ijerph-15-01279],[@B84-ijerph-15-01279],[@B85-ijerph-15-01279],[@B86-ijerph-15-01279],[@B87-ijerph-15-01279]\]. All eligible evaluations were set in middle-income countries, including six in China \[[@B76-ijerph-15-01279],[@B81-ijerph-15-01279],[@B82-ijerph-15-01279],[@B85-ijerph-15-01279],[@B86-ijerph-15-01279],[@B87-ijerph-15-01279]\], three in India \[[@B77-ijerph-15-01279],[@B78-ijerph-15-01279],[@B80-ijerph-15-01279]\], two in Iran \[[@B79-ijerph-15-01279],[@B83-ijerph-15-01279]\] and one each in South Africa \[[@B75-ijerph-15-01279]\] and Turkey \[[@B84-ijerph-15-01279]\].

For *substance use disorders*, two reviews met eligibility for this review, with one review summarizing four studies and another summarizing two studies \[[@B47-ijerph-15-01279],[@B49-ijerph-15-01279]\]. From one substance use disorder review \[[@B47-ijerph-15-01279]\], all four studies met eligibility criteria, two from Mexico \[[@B88-ijerph-15-01279],[@B89-ijerph-15-01279]\], one from Vietnam \[[@B90-ijerph-15-01279]\] and one from Malaysia \[[@B91-ijerph-15-01279]\]. The two studies using non-specialists for treatment of substance use disorder in the van Ginneken and colleagues Cochrane review \[[@B49-ijerph-15-01279]\] were excluded because they both took place in a clinical setting.

For *mental disorders affecting children and adolescents*, nine reviews included information on interventions in 122 studies. For three of the reviews \[[@B37-ijerph-15-01279],[@B41-ijerph-15-01279],[@B48-ijerph-15-01279]\], most studies were on non-selected populations of children, therefore specific disorders were rarely targeted and the interventions were more aligned with mental health promotion and prevention. Two of the reviews focused on children and adolescents affected by war and other armed conflicts \[[@B39-ijerph-15-01279],[@B40-ijerph-15-01279]\]. One review evaluated the context in which different intervention approaches worked in LMIC covering 54 trials \[[@B42-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Two other reviews focused on promotion/prevention interventions \[[@B30-ijerph-15-01279],[@B44-ijerph-15-01279]\].

3.2. Quality Assessment of the Included Reviews {#sec3dot2-ijerph-15-01279}
-----------------------------------------------

The reviews were generally of high quality, meeting the most reporting requirements of AMSTAR 2 ([Table 2](#ijerph-15-01279-t002){ref-type="table"}). The domains in which the reviews performed poorly on quality criteria were reporting the funding for each individual study (4% of the reviews) and exclusion justification (26% of the reviews). The only study meeting all AMSTAR quality criteria was the Cochrane review completed by van Ginneken and colleagues \[[@B49-ijerph-15-01279]\].

3.3. Domain 1. Why Are Community Components Selected for Mental Health Interventions? {#sec3dot3-ijerph-15-01279}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Five key themes were identified: (1) The majority of studies reported that community platforms were an alternative to primary care to enhance the reach of services; (2) community components could augment clinical services, such as enhancing medication adherence; (3) community programs were also implemented to increase the likelihood of family involvement, which would in turn improve quality of life, functioning, and inclusion; (4) community platforms also had economic benefits not observed in primary care and specialty settings; and (5) community platforms used to promote social inclusion.

### 3.3.1. Community Platforms as an Alternative to Primary Care {#sec3dot3dot1-ijerph-15-01279}

Delivering care that was easily accessible to persons with mental illness was a reason for community-based services in all reviews. Poor transportation infrastructure and lack of patients' economic resources to afford transportation necessitated community-based delivery \[[@B26-ijerph-15-01279],[@B44-ijerph-15-01279],[@B49-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Two Indian studies highlighted the need to improve accessibility of treatment for persons with psychosis, particularly in rural areas or where transport costs to outpatient clinics may be prohibitive \[[@B78-ijerph-15-01279],[@B80-ijerph-15-01279]\].

Cultural barriers to utilizing primary-care based services were reported: for women with common mental disorders in Pakistan, cultural behavioral norms requiring a male relative when leaving the house impacted accessing primary care facilities and motivated the use of home visits by lay female counselors \[[@B54-ijerph-15-01279]\]. In regions affected by armed conflict, e.g., Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo, primary care services were either non-functional or controlled by threatening political groups \[[@B53-ijerph-15-01279],[@B56-ijerph-15-01279],[@B57-ijerph-15-01279]\]. School-based services provided care that was accessible to all students \[[@B37-ijerph-15-01279]\].

### 3.3.2. Enhancing Quality of and Engagement with Clinical Care {#sec3dot3dot2-ijerph-15-01279}

Some community components enabled greater exposure to clinical services than would have been possible through primary care interventions. Among depressed patients in Sri Lanka who attempted suicide, a brief mobile treatment including face-to-face engagement, telephone calls, and encouraging text messages was used; this was done because of the hypothesized benefit for continued engagement to monitor suicide risk and intervene early \[[@B55-ijerph-15-01279]\]. The authors expected that primary-care services in isolation would have been inadequate to achieve the intended clinical benefits for depression and suicide risk reduction. Another reason for delivery outside the health facility was that care delivered in the home was thought to facilitate treatment adherence during a sensitive life transition, particularly for mothers during the antenatal and postnatal period \[[@B34-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Intervention developers hypothesized that community-based providers inspired a greater therapeutic alliance, e.g., non-specialist providers from the same community facilitated trust between provider and beneficiary and increased likelihood of sustainability \[[@B26-ijerph-15-01279],[@B46-ijerph-15-01279]\]. In a community-based rehabilitation program for persons with schizophrenia in India, lay health workers were better able to communicate with the local community because they used local cultural idioms leading to more effective psychosocial support \[[@B78-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For persons with psychosis, interventions were largely concerned with reducing inappropriate hospitalizations, and these studies tended to be set in better resourced urban settings such as cities in China, Iran, and South Africa \[[@B75-ijerph-15-01279],[@B79-ijerph-15-01279],[@B83-ijerph-15-01279],[@B86-ijerph-15-01279]\].

### 3.3.3. Involvement of Family Members {#sec3dot3dot3-ijerph-15-01279}

Most evaluations set in China highlighted that family members are the main source of care for people with psychosis, which necessitated family involvement for successful interventions \[[@B81-ijerph-15-01279],[@B82-ijerph-15-01279],[@B85-ijerph-15-01279],[@B86-ijerph-15-01279],[@B87-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Overall, all interventions for psychosis, except one in South Africa \[[@B75-ijerph-15-01279]\], explicitly referred to family involvement in the service delivery. Another study in China for mood disorders included promoting family involvement as a central component of the intervention design \[[@B51-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Similarly, for perinatal disorders, conducting the intervention in the women's home made it possible to engage the whole family who shared the responsibility of taking care of the newborn \[[@B46-ijerph-15-01279]\].

### 3.3.4. Economic Productivity {#sec3dot3dot4-ijerph-15-01279}

Economic benefits, including both economic productivity of families and cost-effectiveness of community delivery, were also cited. The family-support approach for discharged patients with depression in China showed significant financial and time productivity benefits for family members \[[@B51-ijerph-15-01279]\]. In Uganda, the community-based group interpersonal psychotherapy for depression benefited women's economic productivity (but not men's economic status) \[[@B57-ijerph-15-01279]\]. In Colombia, asynchronous telepsychiatry via primary care workers in prisons was more cost effective than synchronous telepsychiatry with psychiatrists \[[@B52-ijerph-15-01279]\].

### 3.3.5. Social Inclusion {#sec3dot3dot5-ijerph-15-01279}

A minority of interventions for persons with psychosis mentioned the potential for community engagement to benefit their recipients in terms of changing attitudes and creating a support network for homeless individuals in rural China \[[@B85-ijerph-15-01279]\], and supporting social inclusion and facilitating livelihood opportunities or rehabilitation in rural India \[[@B77-ijerph-15-01279],[@B78-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For children and adolescents, school-based services were considered to promote social inclusion because the setting was less stigmatizing than visiting a mental health care facility \[[@B37-ijerph-15-01279]\].

3.4. Domain 2. Where Are Community Components Delivered? {#sec3dot4-ijerph-15-01279}
--------------------------------------------------------

Community platforms included (1) homes, (2) schools, and (3) settings such as nongovernmental organization offices, prison, and community centers. There was also increasing use of (4) technological platforms ranging from telephone calls to tele-psychiatry services in communites.

### 3.4.1. Homes {#sec3dot4dot1-ijerph-15-01279}

For common mental disorders, one study involved non-specialists trained to do home visits for women with depression in Pakistan \[[@B54-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For perinatal interventions, most programs were implemented in the participants' home environment (n = 8) in Chile, Mexico, Pakistan, South Africa, and Turkey \[[@B63-ijerph-15-01279],[@B64-ijerph-15-01279],[@B67-ijerph-15-01279],[@B68-ijerph-15-01279],[@B70-ijerph-15-01279],[@B71-ijerph-15-01279],[@B72-ijerph-15-01279],[@B74-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For persons with psychosis, psychosocial components were delivered solely in the participants' home in six studies in China, India, and Iran \[[@B77-ijerph-15-01279],[@B78-ijerph-15-01279],[@B80-ijerph-15-01279],[@B82-ijerph-15-01279],[@B83-ijerph-15-01279],[@B85-ijerph-15-01279]\].

### 3.4.2. Schools {#sec3dot4dot2-ijerph-15-01279}

For children and adolescents of school-going age, successful interventions were delivered in schools (n = 19), compared to other community spaces (n = 6) or homes (n = 3). In one of the armed conflict reviews, interventions were school-based (n = 12), followed by interventions within refugee or internally-displaced persons camps (n = 5), and homes (n = 3) \[[@B42-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Similarly, in the other armed conflict review, seven interventions were reported to utilize the school platform, one in the home, and six within the community \[[@B40-ijerph-15-01279]\]. See [Box 1](#ijerph-15-01279-box001){ref-type="boxed-text"} for a description of the Classroom-Based Intervention.

###### Case Study of Community Based Mental Health Care for Children and Adolescents in Humanitarian Settings: Classroom Based Intervention.

A community program with a school-based component was implemented in five conflict- affected countries: Sri Lanka, Burundi, South Sudan, Indonesia and Nepal \[[@B92-ijerph-15-01279],[@B93-ijerph-15-01279],[@B94-ijerph-15-01279],[@B95-ijerph-15-01279],[@B96-ijerph-15-01279],[@B97-ijerph-15-01279],[@B98-ijerph-15-01279],[@B99-ijerph-15-01279],[@B100-ijerph-15-01279]\].

**Why:** Schools were considered to increase access to children and reduced risks of stigmatization. The school-based approach increased community and parental acceptance and buy-in.

**Where:** The essential delivery platform of this program was in or around the school and schoolyard. The main barrier to using the school as the primary platform for implementation was that it was hard to include non-school going children.

**What:** This manualized intervention consists of 15 sessions delivered over five weeks in 90-minute sessions. Contents include cognitive behavioral techniques, psychoeducation, strengthening coping, guided exposure to past traumatic events through drawing, cooperative games, structured movement, music, drama, and dance. Each group included approximately 15 children. Children with sustained and serious problems after termination of the Classroom-Based Intervention (CBI) were assessed and referred to the next tier of the system, which was counseling. Counselors were responsible for providing problem solving therapy for children individually or including their families. The average number of sessions ranged from 2.2 to 7.5 depending on the country.

**Who:** Local and psychosocial workers, counselors, and teachers who were not mental health professionals implemented the program. CBI facilitators were trained for two weeks. Counselors were trained for one month, except in Nepal where they were trained for four months. The CBI intervention was delivered by trained facilitators, always with two co-facilitating the sessions. In some countries (Sri Lanka, Burundi), one of the co-facilitators was a teacher. This had both advantages and disadvantages. The advantages were that teachers usually stayed in the community and could integrate the learning of new skills into daily teaching practice. The disadvantages were that the teachers have already established relationships with children, often based on positions of authority, making it difficult to take on the position of a playful CBI facilitator. Bi-weekly supervision by a psychologist or senior counselor was provided for both the facilitators of CBI and the counselors providing treatment for children with more severe problems.

**How:** The program included school-based primary screening. The screener was developed for conflict-affected settings and used a template with context specific components adapted within each country. Before the screening, community sensitization was done through community meetings with stakeholders to increase engagement of the community with the program. In Burundi radio programs were used for the awareness raising. There were some small-scale initiatives within the programs where children were involved in delivering the intervention. For example, in Burundi, children were involved in a 'child-to-child' initiative where children identified other children in their communities that needed social or financial support, which was subsequently organized by the children.

### 3.4.3. Other Community Platforms {#sec3dot4dot3-ijerph-15-01279}

Non-governmental organizations working in settings of political violence delivered group-based interventions for common mental disorders in their offices or other community platforms in the Democratic Republic of Congo and Uganda \[[@B53-ijerph-15-01279],[@B57-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For persons with psychosis, only in the community-based rehabilitation evaluation in rural India was an intervention component, village health groups, located in a community location outside of the participants' home \[[@B78-ijerph-15-01279]\]. All studies included in one of the reviews for substance use disorders \[[@B47-ijerph-15-01279]\] were based in community centers providing deaddiction services. The target population included spouses and adult family members of drug/alcohol users and abusers. In one study, the care was delivered for adults in a prison in Colombia \[[@B52-ijerph-15-01279]\].

### 3.4.4. Technology and Digital Platforms {#sec3dot4dot4-ijerph-15-01279}

Increasingly, technology is being employed to increase access to care as well as personalization of treatment \[[@B45-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For example, asynchronous telepsychiatry via primary care workers in prisons was both clinically effective and cost effective when evaluated in Colombia \[[@B52-ijerph-15-01279]\]. In Brazil, persons with depression received care through home-based video teleconferencing \[[@B50-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Both telephone calls and encouraging text message reminders were used effectively for persons with a history of depression and suicidality in Sri Lanka \[[@B55-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For perinatal mental health care five studies, all in China evaluated implementation via telephone \[[@B58-ijerph-15-01279],[@B59-ijerph-15-01279],[@B60-ijerph-15-01279],[@B61-ijerph-15-01279],[@B62-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Media, specifically radio, was used in two studies in China to promote mental health awareness \[[@B82-ijerph-15-01279],[@B85-ijerph-15-01279]\].

3.5. Domain 3. What Are the Community Components Delivered? {#sec3dot5-ijerph-15-01279}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Community components covered the spectrum from population-wide programs to group and individualized psychological treatments: (1) population-wide programs focused on mental health awareness-raising and reducing stigma, and mental health promotion programs were most commonly delivered to children and adolescents; (2) psychoeducation was described for all conditions, but it was especially central to the programs involving families of persons living with psychosis or substance abuse disorders; (3) skills training was reported for all conditions, with child and adolescent programs focusing on life skills; (4) case management was used for persons with psychosis; and (5) an array of psychological treatments was reported both for children and adults.

### 3.5.1. Population and Community-Wide Mental Health Awareness Programs {#sec3dot5dot1-ijerph-15-01279}

Three interventions for persons with psychosis involved mental health awareness-raising, including two in China via local radio stations \[[@B82-ijerph-15-01279],[@B85-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Programs for children and adolescents in armed conflict settings included community-level interventions to decrease stigma and raise awareness in Burundi, Indonesia, Nepal, Sri Lanka, and South Sudan \[[@B92-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Regarding prevention \[[@B44-ijerph-15-01279]\], non-specialist providers were mainly involved with primary more than secondary prevention initiatives. All six of the prevention programs that targeted child mental health outcomes involved primary prevention with four of the studies using indicated prevention and only two studies using selective prevention. Strategies included emotional and social support, education, and awareness-raising targeting women's groups and caregivers \[[@B44-ijerph-15-01279]\]; other studies included microfinance, parent training and recreational activities \[[@B30-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Some child and adolescent mental health promotion programs included creativity and arts-based interventions as well as games, meditation, and yoga \[[@B37-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Other child and adolescent programs aimed to promote mental health through conflict resolution and mediation, nutritional supplementation, recreational treatments, maternal support, microfinance, and physical medical services. In settings of armed conflict, other activities included risk prevention, integration of psychosocial support in non-medical sectors, multi-sectoral coordination, strengthening ecological support systems, restoring traditional beliefs and practices, caregiver capacity building and support, and community mapping of needs and resources. In addition, adolescent-focused activities included peer dialogues, community drama, adolescent mobilization for social action, traditional-cultural ceremonies, support for reintegration and family reunification of ex-child soldiers, self-help groups, utilization of community and cultural resources, formal and non-formal education, reconciliation workshops, and child protection services \[[@B39-ijerph-15-01279],[@B40-ijerph-15-01279]\].

### 3.5.2. Psychoeducation {#sec3dot5dot2-ijerph-15-01279}

For adults with common mental disorders, some interventions had a psychoeducation component \[[@B26-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Perinatal programs included individual and family psychoeducation, typically delivered in the home \[[@B32-ijerph-15-01279],[@B46-ijerph-15-01279]\]. All home-based interventions for persons with psychosis included psychoeducation with information about symptoms, illness course, treatment, and relapse prevention. Some interventions included education about treatment and adherence support contributing to continuation of anti-psychotic medication \[[@B76-ijerph-15-01279],[@B77-ijerph-15-01279],[@B78-ijerph-15-01279],[@B79-ijerph-15-01279],[@B81-ijerph-15-01279],[@B82-ijerph-15-01279],[@B85-ijerph-15-01279],[@B86-ijerph-15-01279],[@B87-ijerph-15-01279]\]. A program in Malaysia for families affected by substance use disorders included family psychoeducation, support groups, family retreats designed to elicit resilience and healing within the family \[[@B91-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Psychoeducation was commonly used for children and their parents and teachers. For the general population, psychoeducation about child mental health was delivered in open information sessions with key stakeholders assisting in increasing engagement with interventions \[[@B37-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For settings with children affected by armed conflict, community sensitization and public awareness programs were conducted \[[@B39-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Tier 1 of a stepped care program for children affected by armed conflict in Bosnia included school-based psychoeducation and skills training \[[@B101-ijerph-15-01279]\].

### 3.5.3. Skills Training and Community-Based Psychosocial Rehabilitation {#sec3dot5dot3-ijerph-15-01279}

For perinatal mental disorders, most programs had parenting skills training \[[@B32-ijerph-15-01279],[@B34-ijerph-15-01279],[@B46-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Parent training included supporting secure infant attachment, training on childhood development, and promoting parental responsiveness. Psychosocial interventions for persons with psychosis were multi-faceted and focused on rehabilitation. Components included family activities, social and independent living skills' training, medication adherence support, and dealing with stigma \[[@B76-ijerph-15-01279],[@B77-ijerph-15-01279],[@B78-ijerph-15-01279],[@B82-ijerph-15-01279],[@B86-ijerph-15-01279]\]. A minority of studies described attempts to support livelihood or vocational activities \[[@B77-ijerph-15-01279],[@B78-ijerph-15-01279],[@B84-ijerph-15-01279],[@B86-ijerph-15-01279]\] though this was generally only information and advice rather than arrangement of work placements. In six studies, in South Africa, India, Iran and Turkey, individuals living with psychosis were supported to access community resources and organizations including legal benefits, employment opportunities, self-help groups and other informal care networks \[[@B75-ijerph-15-01279],[@B77-ijerph-15-01279],[@B79-ijerph-15-01279],[@B83-ijerph-15-01279],[@B84-ijerph-15-01279],[@B85-ijerph-15-01279],[@B102-ijerph-15-01279]\]. In a program in rural India, community-based rehabilitation comprised village health groups formed of family members and key community members; these groups aimed to reduce social exclusion and support recovery by jointly planning rehabilitation activities \[[@B78-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For childhood developmental disorders, community-based rehabilitation was common \[[@B42-ijerph-15-01279]\]. This comprised building children's skills in activities of daily living and assisting parents to find income generating activities. Life skills programs, apprenticeships, vocational skills training, income generation, and livelihood programs were often also included for children affected by armed conflict \[[@B39-ijerph-15-01279]\].

### 3.5.4. Case Management {#sec3dot5dot4-ijerph-15-01279}

Some interventions for persons with psychosis included community-based case management. Integrated treatment models included assertive community treatment in South Africa \[[@B75-ijerph-15-01279]\], home-based aftercare services in Iran \[[@B79-ijerph-15-01279],[@B83-ijerph-15-01279]\], and optimal case management in Turkey \[[@B84-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Though a few of these studies included components such as psychoeducation and social skills training, the overall emphasis was on supporting engagement with care following discharge from inpatient facilities. These trials were based in urban areas in upper-middle income countries. For persons living with psychosis, some interventions specified a crisis intervention component \[[@B75-ijerph-15-01279],[@B82-ijerph-15-01279],[@B84-ijerph-15-01279],[@B86-ijerph-15-01279]\], typically activated if the individual became suicidal or aggressive.

### 3.5.5. Psychological Treatments {#sec3dot5dot5-ijerph-15-01279}

For common mental disorders, group and individual psychological treatments were delivered including interpersonal psychotherapy (IPT), common elements treatment approach (CETA), cognitive processing therapy (CPT), basic techniques of cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT), problem-solving therapy, and family psychotherapy \[[@B26-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For perinatal mental disorders, the majority of programs focused on problem-solving and behavioral activation \[[@B32-ijerph-15-01279],[@B46-ijerph-15-01279]\] as well as coping with stress and interpersonal effectiveness \[[@B26-ijerph-15-01279],[@B32-ijerph-15-01279]\]. One Indian study provided cognitive retraining alongside psychoeducation for persons living with psychosis \[[@B80-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Several interventions were guided by intervention manuals and/or following predetermined modules or tasks, and in some cases the cultural specificity of the content was mentioned \[[@B76-ijerph-15-01279],[@B77-ijerph-15-01279],[@B79-ijerph-15-01279],[@B80-ijerph-15-01279],[@B84-ijerph-15-01279]\].

Psychological treatments for alcohol use disorders were manualized interventions that included multiple components: 'Intervention V' in Vietnam \[[@B90-ijerph-15-01279]\], and Rational Emotive Behavior Therapy based coping enhancement (REBT) \[[@B88-ijerph-15-01279]\] and the 5-Step Method \[[@B89-ijerph-15-01279]\], both implemented in Mexico. The components of Intervention V targeted developing healthy family routines, care-giving with an aim to overcome family challenges, managing negative emotions, learning coping skills, developing realistic goals, and supporting positive behavior change. In REBT, the focus was correction of cognitive bias and defective information, emotional regulation strategies, assertive interpersonal skills, promotion of self-esteem, deep diaphragmatic breathing, and progressive muscle relaxation. The 5-Step Method included listening to and exploring the family's experiences, providing relevant information, identifying coping strategies, exploring support available, and referral to specialized sources of help, if necessary.

For children and adolescents, psychological treatments included generic counselling, classroom-based interventions, and trauma-focused treatments with an emphasis on the verbal processing of past experiences. For adolescents with common mental disorders, the most effective interventions were community group treatments (e.g., using IPT). For children with severe symptoms of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) in Bosnia, a program included different tiers of community-based intervention with a manualized 17-session psychological treatment at Tier 2 \[[@B101-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Other trauma approaches included school and community-based group trauma-focused CBT (n = 3) \[[@B40-ijerph-15-01279]\]. A number of school based mental health promotion activities were implemented in countries affected by conflict, with most incorporating CBT and trauma psychoeducation modules \[[@B30-ijerph-15-01279]\].

3.6. Domain 4. Who Delivers the Community Components of Interventions? {#sec3dot6-ijerph-15-01279}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

We categorized providers into four groups: (1) community mental health workers, (2) other health professionals, (3) formal providers outside the health system, and (4) non-formal providers (lay persons and peers). For adult common mental disorders, community health workers or non-formal providers in the community with no health or other social service roles were selected for training and care delivery. Perinatal programs were often delivered by community health workers who were already responsible for maternal and child health services. For children and adolescents, among successful studies, the majority used formal providers outside the health system (i.e., teachers, n = 9), community health workers (n = 6), other health professionals (n = 5), and non-formal providers (n = 2). For humanitarian settings, child and adolescent community components were most commonly delivered by other health professionals (counsellors, n = 13), community health workers (n = 5), peers (i.e., other students, n = 3), and non-health formal providers (social workers, n = 2, and teachers, n = 1).

### 3.6.1. Community Health Workers {#sec3dot6dot1-ijerph-15-01279}

Community health workers are members of the formal health system who may be paid or unpaid. They are responsible for outreach, education, promoting adherence, and documentation and monitoring outside of the health facility. For perinatal disorders, supervised community health workers typically delivered treatment \[[@B46-ijerph-15-01279]\], such as the Lady Health Workers in Pakistan \[[@B67-ijerph-15-01279]\].

### 3.6.2. Other Health Professionals {#sec3dot6dot2-ijerph-15-01279}

Nurses, primary care workers, and other health professionals who are typically facility-based have also been engaged in community mental health. In some programs, facility-based health workers without mental health specialization were trained to deliver community components. In upper middle-income countries such as Turkey and China nurses were trained to deliver treatment in the community \[[@B60-ijerph-15-01279],[@B74-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For persons with psychosis, in four studies, health professionals not specialized in mental health, such as nurses, village doctors or general practitioners, were the main personnel \[[@B75-ijerph-15-01279],[@B81-ijerph-15-01279],[@B82-ijerph-15-01279],[@B83-ijerph-15-01279]\]. A non-specialist health worker working in a prison delivered care for depression in Colombia \[[@B52-ijerph-15-01279]\], and local doctors were used in rural China \[[@B82-ijerph-15-01279]\].

### 3.6.3. Formal Providers outside the Healthcare System {#sec3dot6dot3-ijerph-15-01279}

Formal providers, who have not received professional training in mental health, included teachers, law enforcement officers, and social workers. Among successful interventions for children and adolescents, the majority used teachers (n = 9). This contrasts with interventions in armed conflict settings where teachers were in the minority of providers. For prevention/promotion, of the eight child interventions delivered by non-specialist health workers, three studies used existing high school or preschool teachers. Supervision varied from intensive to regular, as was the training \[[@B49-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For behavioral disorders, school-based teacher-training was predominantly used \[[@B103-ijerph-15-01279]\].

### 3.6.4. Non-Formal Providers {#sec3dot6dot4-ijerph-15-01279}

Non-formal providers are lay persons who do not have a formal role in the health or other service provision programs. Non-governmental organizations often recruit and train lay persons in the community to take on psychosocial programs. For adults with common mental disorders, local NGO workers delivered psychological treatments in Uganda, the Democratic Republic of Congo, and Thailand \[[@B53-ijerph-15-01279],[@B56-ijerph-15-01279],[@B57-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For psychosis, only two Indian studies by Chatterjee included interventions delivered by lay persons who had no prior role as community health workers \[[@B77-ijerph-15-01279],[@B78-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Lay persons in the community were also recruited to be service providers in substance abuse treatment programs \[[@B47-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For children and adolescents, lay persons were recruited to be psychosocial workers, counsellors, caregivers, and aides. Programs were commonly delivered by lay counsellors (n = 13), followed by community workers or facilitators (n = 5), and students (n = 3). For prevention/promotion of child and adolescent mental health, the majority (five out of eight interventions) was delivered by lay persons \[[@B49-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Peers were trained for delivery of a perinatal mental health intervention in Uganda \[[@B104-ijerph-15-01279]\] (see [Box 2](#ijerph-15-01279-box002){ref-type="boxed-text"}). Substance abuse interventions were also delivered by individuals who had previously suffered from and undergone treatment for alcohol or drug abuse.

###### Case study of community based mental health care for maternal mental health.

An example of an integrated, community-based program that targeted both maternal mental health and child development was implemented in rural Uganda \[[@B104-ijerph-15-01279],[@B105-ijerph-15-01279]\]. The program was effective in improving child development and preventing maternal depressive symptoms. Additional analyses demonstrated that mothers' perceived support from spouses and psychosocial stimulation mediated the effects of the intervention on reduced maternal depressive symptoms and improved child development scores respectively.

**Why:** Both stimulation and maternal mental health interventions have been effectively implemented by non-specialist providers (e.g., community health workers or volunteers) despite no formal training in mental health or child development. Past research showed that mother or child interactions by themselves do not appear to have sufficient effects on both mother and child. Embedding this universal program within a community platform was helpful to recruit participants, prevent stigma toward mental health, and encourage fathers to attend. Community leaders were particularly helpful in encouraging fathers to attend sessions. These approaches increased community and parental acceptance for the program.

**Where:** The peer delivery agent and participants selected the location. Thus, the program was implemented in whichever community platform was feasible and acceptable for the individual group, e.g., under a tree (weather permitting) or in a pre-school center.

**What:** The manualized program consisted of five main messages---diet, hygiene, two-way talk, play materials, and love and respect---where the message of 'love and respect' explicitly targeted key aspects of maternal mental health related to the mother's relation with her child, spouse, and herself. Fathers attended specific sessions. Treatment strategies borrowed from cognitive, behavioral, and interpersonal psychotherapies, and the program itself was informed by social cognitive learning theory. The program was implemented over 12 bi-monthly sessions in group formats that took place in the community. The format involved psychoeducation, skill-building through games, Q&A sessions, and homework. Each participant received up to two home visits over the course of the program. Formats were mother-only, father-only and mother and father joint sessions. Some but not all involved bringing the child.

**Who**: Peer volunteers were trained to deliver the 12-session parenting program. Peer volunteers were selected based on their reputation in the community, interpersonal skills, and language abilities. They were trained over two weeks and supervised by experts in child health and development.

**How:** Experts were trained by the intervention developers. They were trained not only in the program materials but also in effective communication skills for groups (e.g., common skills such as empathy, a non-judgmental stance, and active listening and motivational interviewing). They were evaluated after training and during sessions by experts using a brief 'Monitoring Form'. Process research demonstrated that both peers and expert supervisors appreciated the use of a structured form to inform program quality and feedback \[[@B105-ijerph-15-01279]\].

3.7. Domain 5. How Are Community Components Implemented? {#sec3dot7-ijerph-15-01279}
--------------------------------------------------------

Despite the emphasis for engagement with service users, there was limited description of this in the review studies. The implementation of community components typically involved community-based case finding for program participants, except for programs that recruited beneficiaries during inpatient hospitalizations. The spectrum from achieving competency, maintaining quality, and sustaining delivery entailed an array of training and supervision approaches, with a notable dearth of formal tools for competency and fidelity evaluation. Delivery formats included both group and individual, with classroom-based interventions being a specific type of group format. Some studies integrated community mental health into other programs such as maternal and child health and nutrition programs. Barriers included both cost and stigma.

### 3.7.1. Service User Involvement in Design of Community Programs {#sec3dot7dot1-ijerph-15-01279}

In the review summarizing cultural adaptations for depression, the review authors noted that culturally adapted interventions tended to use stakeholder consultation \[[@B33-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For the trial in rural India for persons with schizophrenia, a range of stakeholders was engaged during consultation and during the feasibility and acceptability pilot \[[@B106-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For adolescents, there was limited stakeholder involvement reported in the design of services. However, there were studies in Chile and China for adolescent mental health that engaged stakeholders in the design \[[@B107-ijerph-15-01279],[@B108-ijerph-15-01279]\].

### 3.7.2. Identification of Intervention Beneficiaries {#sec3dot7dot2-ijerph-15-01279}

Recruitment of women with perinatal mental disorders via community resources (e.g., community health centers) was listed as a benefit in individual studies in China and India \[[@B68-ijerph-15-01279],[@B109-ijerph-15-01279]\]. A trial in China recruited participants at the time of discharge from psychiatric facilities \[[@B51-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Informal community referral from organizations who had regular contact with vulnerable populations was done using local psychological idioms of distress in the Democratic Republic of Congo and Uganda \[[@B53-ijerph-15-01279],[@B57-ijerph-15-01279],[@B110-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For psychosis, there were no examples of case-finding components of the intervention. Instead participants were identified through inpatient or outpatient facilities \[[@B75-ijerph-15-01279],[@B76-ijerph-15-01279],[@B77-ijerph-15-01279],[@B78-ijerph-15-01279],[@B79-ijerph-15-01279],[@B80-ijerph-15-01279],[@B81-ijerph-15-01279],[@B83-ijerph-15-01279],[@B84-ijerph-15-01279],[@B86-ijerph-15-01279],[@B87-ijerph-15-01279]\] or through a previous epidemiological survey in China \[[@B82-ijerph-15-01279],[@B85-ijerph-15-01279]\] and were already receiving treatment in all cases. For children and adolescents in settings of armed conflict, there were examples of whole classroom screening and referral by teachers in Burundi, Indonesia, Nepal, Sri Lanka, and South Sudan \[[@B93-ijerph-15-01279],[@B94-ijerph-15-01279],[@B98-ijerph-15-01279],[@B100-ijerph-15-01279]\]. However, there were no data on improvement of access to needed mental health care reported by these studies. Some had a referral system built into the program for those identified as needing secondary mental health care \[[@B73-ijerph-15-01279],[@B93-ijerph-15-01279],[@B94-ijerph-15-01279],[@B98-ijerph-15-01279],[@B100-ijerph-15-01279]\].

### 3.7.3. Recruitment {#sec3dot7dot3-ijerph-15-01279}

Where recruitment specifications for psychosis interventions were described, they included previous experience of delivering the psychosocial intervention \[[@B81-ijerph-15-01279],[@B83-ijerph-15-01279]\], nursing diploma/degree \[[@B81-ijerph-15-01279]\] and, in the case of lay health workers, a minimum of ten years schooling and good interpersonal skills \[[@B77-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For child and adolescent interventions, interventions in schools included training of facilitators from amongst the school staff. For child and adolescent mental health promotion interventions, it was mostly class teachers in school and locally trained caregivers in the community \[[@B30-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For primary prevention interventions for children in LMICs, lay persons were recruited based on community residence, literacy, motivation, and ability to communicate with community members. Most of the studies used lay persons that did not have any previous training in health care. Across all the reviews, limited information was provided regarding training and supervision.

### 3.7.4. Training and Acquiring Competency {#sec3dot7dot4-ijerph-15-01279}

Based on the information that was available for common mental disorders and perinatal disorders, trainings in psychological treatments were on average two-weeks in duration, with a range of a few days to two months, and supervision was provided typically weekly during the study period, with some studies having ad hoc or monthly supervision \[[@B26-ijerph-15-01279],[@B46-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Training for psychosis interventions, mentioned in five studies \[[@B77-ijerph-15-01279],[@B81-ijerph-15-01279],[@B83-ijerph-15-01279],[@B84-ijerph-15-01279],[@B86-ijerph-15-01279]\], lasted between 12 hours \[[@B81-ijerph-15-01279]\] and six weeks \[[@B77-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Experts from high-income countries delivered trainings and supervision \[[@B53-ijerph-15-01279],[@B56-ijerph-15-01279],[@B57-ijerph-15-01279]\]. The selection, training and supervision of lay persons for child and adolescent interventions varied between studies with some trainings lasting up to a few months, but information on training was lacking for a number of the included interventions \[[@B44-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For some common mental disorders, when non-specialists were used for psychological care, the studies reported excluding some trainees because they did not achieve competence, which was evaluated with a written test or through clinical judgement from the trainers \[[@B26-ijerph-15-01279]\]. During the pilot of one study, the non-specialist providers tape-recorded sessions and a random selection of these were transcribed and subjected to content analysis \[[@B66-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Competency was assessed in two other studies, with no details reported \[[@B77-ijerph-15-01279],[@B81-ijerph-15-01279]\].

### 3.7.5. Assuring Quality {#sec3dot7dot5-ijerph-15-01279}

Supervision was present for those delivering some interventions. Limited information was provided in the reviews regarding if and how fidelity was monitored. In the Colombia prison study, asynchronous telepsychiatry allowed a non-specialist health worker to receive specialist supervision from a psychiatrist to assist treatment decisions for persons with depression \[[@B52-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Similarly, for perinatal care, only one study had a quality measure that comprised weekly review of written records as part of group supervision \[[@B66-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For services provided to persons with psychosis, in most studies, the lay community workers and non-mental health professionals received specialist input or supervision by psychiatrists or expert therapists \[[@B75-ijerph-15-01279],[@B77-ijerph-15-01279],[@B79-ijerph-15-01279],[@B83-ijerph-15-01279],[@B84-ijerph-15-01279],[@B102-ijerph-15-01279]\]. In some cases, the lead delivery agent worked as part of multidisciplinary teams that included psychologists and psychiatric nurses \[[@B75-ijerph-15-01279],[@B84-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For psychosis, a minority of studies measured process indicators, such as participant attendance at sessions \[[@B76-ijerph-15-01279],[@B77-ijerph-15-01279]\] and psychiatrist contacts \[[@B77-ijerph-15-01279]\]. In one case, sessions were audio recorded to assess intervention fidelity \[[@B84-ijerph-15-01279]\]. In the evaluation of assertive community treatment in South Africa, fidelity to the international model of assertive community treatment was assessed using the Dartmouth Assertive Community Treatment Scale \[[@B75-ijerph-15-01279]\].

### 3.7.6. Sustaining Motivation {#sec3dot7dot6-ijerph-15-01279}

There was limited information on formal evaluations to provide certification. Few trials reported compensation packages. Of those that did, examples included salaried community health workers \[[@B67-ijerph-15-01279]\], per diems during training \[[@B67-ijerph-15-01279]\], or reimbursement for relevant costs such as travel \[[@B67-ijerph-15-01279],[@B104-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Some studies reported that participation was entirely volunteer-based \[[@B104-ijerph-15-01279]\].

### 3.7.7. Delivery Formats {#sec3dot7dot7-ijerph-15-01279}

For perinatal care, most treatments were delivered at home in an individual format (n = 13). Six studies used a group format. Group formats were thought to activate social support for mothers \[[@B26-ijerph-15-01279],[@B32-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For psychosis, several interventions involved group counselling or workshops for family members \[[@B78-ijerph-15-01279],[@B82-ijerph-15-01279],[@B85-ijerph-15-01279],[@B87-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For alcohol use disorders, interventions were delivered in group formats and individually. For children and adolescents, interventions were predominantly in groups but also was to individuals, whole classrooms, mother-child dyads, teachers, pupils and parents in schools, and to caregivers in an orphanage. In humanitarian settings for children and adolescents, group interventions were predominantly delivered in schools, except for two studies that delivered community-based group programs for adolescents in Bosnia and Uganda \[[@B73-ijerph-15-01279],[@B110-ijerph-15-01279]\].

### 3.7.8. Integration into Other Platforms {#sec3dot7dot8-ijerph-15-01279}

In most cases, child and adolescent interventions appeared to be delivered in parallel to existing services, typically outpatient clinics. Integration into existing health systems---or potential facilitators or barriers to this---were not discussed \[[@B37-ijerph-15-01279],[@B40-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Humanitarian settings typically led to delivery of psychological services alongside other nongovernmental programming such as protection programs and gender-based violence services in the Democratic Republic of Congo, Thailand, and Uganda \[[@B53-ijerph-15-01279],[@B56-ijerph-15-01279],[@B57-ijerph-15-01279],[@B110-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Assertive community treatment teams for psychosis were typically a community-based extension that linked back into primary care and specialty psychiatric services, such as a program in South Africa \[[@B75-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For younger children and mothers, community mental health was integrated into nutrition and other maternal and child health programs. For example, the Lady Health Workers in Pakistan delivered the Thinking Healthy Program in the context of their standard perinatal maternal and child health programs \[[@B67-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For the prison study, mental health was integrated into the general primary care outreach services provided in the correctional facility \[[@B52-ijerph-15-01279]\].

### 3.7.9. Implementation Barriers {#sec3dot7dot9-ijerph-15-01279}

Barriers related to both treatment delivery (e.g., poor adherence to treatment modality, economic cost of home visits and lack of private space) and the delivery agent (i.e., increased work pressure among existing health care workers and low motivation) \[[@B32-ijerph-15-01279]\]. For psychosis, potential barriers to intervention implementation included hypothesized stigmatization of mental health service use leading to low participation rates \[[@B80-ijerph-15-01279]\] and the cost of supervision for a lay health worker led model being prohibitively high \[[@B77-ijerph-15-01279]\]. The substantial resources needed to implement assertive community treatment and community-based rehabilitation were also highlighted \[[@B75-ijerph-15-01279],[@B78-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Some authors discussed the modifications that had been made to these models of care, to make enhance feasibility in low resource settings. For example, the caseload in the trial of assertive community treatment was reduced and contacts were made less frequent \[[@B75-ijerph-15-01279]\].

3.8. Domain 6. Harms and Risks {#sec3dot8-ijerph-15-01279}
------------------------------

One review highlighted the gap in reporting harms with non-specialist providers \[[@B49-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Home visits can be stigmatizing. For example, in India, some persons with schizophrenia and their family members in the Community care for People with Schizophrenia in India (COPSI) trial preferred to meet their mental health care providers in locations outside the home to avoid being stigmatized by neighbors for their participation in the program \[[@B111-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Another potential harm is that community components may be expensive to deliver; then, this potentially draws resources from other effective services \[[@B32-ijerph-15-01279],[@B33-ijerph-15-01279]\].

4. Discussion {#sec4-ijerph-15-01279}
=============

4.1. Community Components in Mental Health Care from Reviewed Literature {#sec4dot1-ijerph-15-01279}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

We identified community components reported in the academic literature based on a review-of-reviews strategy that included 23 systematic reviews of intervention trials in LMIC. Eight studies were identified relating to common mental disorders involving Brazil, China, Colombia, the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Thailand, and Uganda. For perinatal mental disorders, 19 studies were identified involving Chile, China, India, Mexico, Pakistan, South Africa, Turkey, and Uganda. For psychosis, 13 studies were identified including China, India, Iran, South Africa, and Turkey. For substance use disorders, four studies involving from Mexico, Vietnam, and Malaysia. For mental disorders affecting children and adolescents, there were 122 studies, most of which were school-based programs, from LMIC across world regions.

Common reasons for using community platforms (Domain 1. Why?) were delivery of care when primary care services were not accessible or acceptable, enhancing quality of and engagement with clinical care, involving family members, and promoting social and economic inclusion (see [Figure 2](#ijerph-15-01279-f002){ref-type="fig"}). The sites of community platforms (Domain 2. Where?) were homes, schools, other physical structures in the community, and technological platforms. One study highlighted the autonomy that comes with community designs, which allows for flexibility in organization and continuation of engagement after cessation of formal programs \[[@B104-ijerph-15-01279]\]. In a study of group interpersonal psychotherapy for caregivers of children with nodding syndrome in Uganda, the community platform (i.e., meeting under a tree in a rural area) was advantageous because the group continued to informally meet without a health worker present after the trial ended, and they started microfinance groups \[[@B112-ijerph-15-01279]\].

The common activities (Domain 3. What?) were population-wide awareness programs, psychoeducation, skills training, psychosocial rehabilitation, case management, and psychological treatments. In HIC settings, psychoeducation and crisis monitoring reduce involuntary hospitalizations \[[@B113-ijerph-15-01279]\], and there may be similar benefits in LMIC. One relevant study published after the included reviews, is VISHRAM, a grass-roots community-based mental health program in India. VISHRAM demonstrated a six-fold increase in contact coverage for depression by increasing mental health literacy in communities \[[@B114-ijerph-15-01279]\].

The facilitators (Domain 4. Who?) were community health workers, other health professionals, formal providers outside the health system, and non-formal providers. As a whole, these non-specialists were effective when delivering psychological treatments for adults \[[@B26-ijerph-15-01279]\] and other mental health services for children and adults \[[@B44-ijerph-15-01279],[@B49-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Reflecting wider concerns in global health \[[@B115-ijerph-15-01279],[@B116-ijerph-15-01279],[@B117-ijerph-15-01279]\], three of the reviews called for more attention to low motivation among non-specialists, potential harms associated with non-specialist delivered care, and the potential burden to non-specialists, particularly among women \[[@B26-ijerph-15-01279],[@B32-ijerph-15-01279],[@B49-ijerph-15-01279]\]. The WPA has raised the issue of resistance among professionals and practitioners to community-oriented care \[[@B11-ijerph-15-01279],[@B12-ijerph-15-01279]\], but this was not addressed in the reviews. Another area not addressed was how community-based approaches can facilitate greater service user autonomy in providing consent for mental health treatment \[[@B118-ijerph-15-01279]\]. One community stakeholder group not included in the current studies is law enforcement. Involvement of law enforcement is crucial to diverting persons with mental disorders from incarceration to treatment services, and mental health training for law enforcement personnel reduces human rights abuses of persons with mental disorders \[[@B119-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Police involvement is also recommended in the *Disease Control Priorities* \[[@B13-ijerph-15-01279]\]. A model for law enforcement and mental health collaboration through Crisis Intervention Teams (CIT) in Liberia has been piloted \[[@B120-ijerph-15-01279]\] and should be more rigorously evaluated as a key component of comprehensive community mental health care. Peers were also surprisingly absent from the currently evaluated models and research is needed to address this major gap.

The implementation processes (Domain 5. How?) involved consultation with mental health service users, community-based case detection, recruitment of facilitators, training and supervision of facilitators, assuring quality during implementation, sustaining motivation of facilitators, integration with other platforms, and addressing implementation barriers throughout the program. Integration with primary care varied widely.

Implementation approaches were characterized by manualized interventions but lacked structured guidelines and practices for evaluating competency, fidelity, and quality. Moreover, most reviews did not contain information on how quality would be monitored in the context of ongoing services after trial conditions concluded. Technological interventions were increasingly prominent in recent reviews. Technological innovations represent modalities for greater reach of services as well as greater quality of services when non-specialists have technological aids to guide their intervention \[[@B45-ijerph-15-01279]\], such as the avatar assisted delivery of the Thinking Healthy Program in Pakistan \[[@B121-ijerph-15-01279]\].

Potential negative consequences (Domain 6. Harms and Risks) included poor adherence to treatment in community settings, high economic costs of comprehensive community programs, maintaining motivation among non-specialists while competing with other professional, familial, and social demands, training and supervision to achieve minimum competency standards, and stigmatization of the community-based providers. There is also evidence that, in some contexts, community services may provide limited additional benefits over primary care services alone. In a recent cohort study in Nepal, persons with psychosis received community counseling and participated in peer support groups. These individuals did not have different outcomes when compared with a control condition only receiving primary care services and medication \[[@B122-ijerph-15-01279]\]. This may have been due to the benefit achieved with medication and underpowering to detect the additional benefit of community services. Moreover, the short duration of the trial may not have captured long-term benefits of the community component.

4.2. Agenda for Future Research on Community Components in Mental Health Care {#sec4dot2-ijerph-15-01279}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Based on our findings, we have identified seven areas for future research on community mental health care.

### 4.2.1. Recommendation 1. Develop Guidance on Standardized Reporting of Community Components for Mental Health Services {#sec4dot2dot1-ijerph-15-01279}

Measuring progress and improving practice is constricted because of the variability in what is reported about community mental health services. The WHO Mental Health Atlas includes some summary statistics to capture *what* is being done but has little to no information on *how* it is being done. For example, knowing that 49% of countries have involvement of service users and caregivers and that 55% of countries have anti-stigma programs \[[@B123-ijerph-15-01279]\] does not demonstrate the impact nor how this has been implemented. Standardized reporting would help to assess progress against the WPA guidance \[[@B11-ijerph-15-01279],[@B12-ijerph-15-01279]\]. In [Table 3](#ijerph-15-01279-t003){ref-type="table"}, we recommend 12 domains for reporting of community components of mental health care as a starting point for documentation by organizations such as the WPA.

### 4.2.2. Recommendation 2. Employ Implementation Science to Evaluate Community Components of Mental Health Care {#sec4dot2dot2-ijerph-15-01279}

The field of global mental health is at the appropriate stage to expand the use of theoretical perspectives and methodological approaches from implementation science. Not only is there a growing evidence base to support moving from effectiveness to implementation studies \[[@B26-ijerph-15-01279],[@B28-ijerph-15-01279],[@B49-ijerph-15-01279],[@B124-ijerph-15-01279]\], but there has also been a concerted effort from the U.S. National Institute of Mental Health and Fogarty International Center, U.K. Medical Research Council, and Grand Challenges Canada to build capacity in implementation science research among LMIC and HIC global mental health researchers \[[@B125-ijerph-15-01279],[@B126-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Through implementation science, studies can be designed and implemented to compare community components, delivery strategies, quality improvement approaches, and other issues that are essential to answer questions about how best to deliver community mental health care \[[@B124-ijerph-15-01279],[@B127-ijerph-15-01279],[@B128-ijerph-15-01279]\]. This should also include cost analysis and cost effectiveness studies to demonstrate the financial implications and benefits of community-based approaches.

### 4.2.3. Recommendation 3. Study Approaches to Increase Service User and Family Involvement in Developing and Implementing Community Mental Health Services {#sec4dot2dot3-ijerph-15-01279}

The involvement of service users and their family members is a core component of current recommendations ranging from the WHO Mental Health Action Plan to the WPA guidance \[[@B8-ijerph-15-01279],[@B11-ijerph-15-01279],[@B12-ijerph-15-01279],[@B13-ijerph-15-01279]\]. However, we found little discussion of the role of service users in our review. There has been limited research on service user involvement in LMIC, with a review reporting extremely limited participation of service users and caregivers in mental health system strengthening \[[@B129-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Therefore, approaches are needed to study how partnerships and collaborations with service users can best be developed and scaled up \[[@B129-ijerph-15-01279],[@B130-ijerph-15-01279],[@B131-ijerph-15-01279],[@B132-ijerph-15-01279]\]. One approach has been training service users using a participatory photography research technique known as PhotoVoice and, following the training of service users, having them participate in training primary care and community health workers as well as engaging in theory of change workshops to design community and primary care services \[[@B133-ijerph-15-01279],[@B134-ijerph-15-01279]\].

### 4.2.4. Recommendation 4. Develop Tools to Study and Promote Competencies in Community Mental Health Care and use these for Research and Quality Improvement {#sec4dot2dot4-ijerph-15-01279}

There is increasing interest in identification of the competencies needed for delivery of effective mental health services in LMIC \[[@B135-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Moreover, a concern regarding community mental health services is the extent to which community service providers are competent enough to deliver the intended interventions \[[@B136-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Competencies have been identified for delivery of basic mental health services, tailored to primary care facilities \[[@B135-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Recently, several tools have been developed and tested to assess common factor competencies in psychological treatments with persons with mental illness \[[@B137-ijerph-15-01279],[@B138-ijerph-15-01279],[@B139-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Regarding community mental health care, current practices and guidelines suggest that there are at least six domains of activities that providers in community components may be required to do. These include establishing collaborations with service users and community organizations, promoting mental health literacy and improving attitudes, implementing mental health promotion programs, identifying persons with mental disorders and engaging them in care, delivering low intensity psychological treatments, and supporting psychosocial rehabilitation. [Table 4](#ijerph-15-01279-t004){ref-type="table"} provides examples of competencies based on these six domains as well as examples of activities that would require those competencies. Our findings and the VISHRAM study mentioned above \[[@B114-ijerph-15-01279]\] underscore the importance of mental health literacy and the need for tools to easily evaluate community providers' competency for increasing literacy. Scalable tools should be developed to evaluate these competencies; then, different strategies can be compared to determine how best to achieve and maintain these community mental health care competencies. This will help determine what cadres are most appropriate for service delivery across different contexts and assuring that minimum competency standards are achieved through training and supervision.

### 4.2.5. Recommendation 5. Integrate and Evaluate Tools for Service Providers and Service Users to Enhance Reach and Effectiveness of Community Components {#sec4dot2dot5-ijerph-15-01279}

To achieve the objectives of community mental health care, it is crucial tools are developed to monitor practices and to improve effectiveness and sustainability of services. The Community Informant Detection Tool (CIDT) has been successfully used by community health volunteers to identify persons with mental disorder, using narrative vignettes, and then encourage them to seek care \[[@B140-ijerph-15-01279]\]. Measures also need to be developed to minimize potential harm of community-based services. These issues could be addressed through more supervision and by monitoring and reporting of adverse outcomes.

### 4.2.6. Recommendation 6. Use Technology to Expand the Scope and Improve the Quality of Community Mental Health Services {#sec4dot2dot6-ijerph-15-01279}

How can increasing availability of self-help digital mobile applications be integrated into community components \[[@B29-ijerph-15-01279],[@B45-ijerph-15-01279]\]? Some individuals using these self-help apps would benefit from additional human services and others may need to be referred for higher levels of care in the community or at health facilities. For example, the WHO's *Self Help Plus* self-guided audio and book intervention is designed to be delivered in groups of 20--40, and although minimum facilitation is needed, the presence of a facilitator is helpful to assist participants with administering the audio selection and to refer persons for higher levels of care if needed \[[@B141-ijerph-15-01279]\]. This raises the question of how the apps can be utilized in a way that they are part of a continuum of care and not treatment cul-de-sacs that fail to connect persons with other care and supports. Naslund and colleagues \[[@B45-ijerph-15-01279]\] summarized innovations into five domains: supporting clinical care and educating health workers, mobile tools for facilitating diagnosis and detection of mental disorders, technologies for promoting treatment adherence and supporting recovery, online self-help program for individuals with mental disorders, and programs for substance misuse prevention and treatment. Future research should explore the impact of technology on other aspects of community mental health care.

### 4.2.7. Recommendation 7. Better Integrate Community Platforms into Other Systems of Care {#sec4dot2dot7-ijerph-15-01279}

Effort is needed to integrate community platforms into existing government health systems and other care structures. A continuum of care should operate from light touch interventions into specialized services with community components along this pathway. This will facilitate scaling-up and scaling-out. van Ginneken and colleagues recently expanded the taxonomy to classify models of primary care integration and could be applied to these studies \[[@B142-ijerph-15-01279]\]. The taxonomy includes collaborative care models that utilize primary care and community care; collaborative care models that utilize community care only; the consultation-liaison model; the identification, referral, and sensitization model; the community outreach model; and the specialist-community model wherein primary care workers are training within specialist programs to provide community support.

5. Limitations {#sec5-ijerph-15-01279}
==============

The review-of-reviews method allows for a broad scope but does not allow the in-depth examination that is possible when individual studies are reviewed in detail. Because of differences in extraction procedures across reviews, there was inconsistency in what information was available. Therefore, no meta-analysis was conducted. Because reviews were used, the most recent literature, which may address some of the key issues raised, was not included in the current study. Where appropriate, we have tried to include more recent studies in the discussion. Moreover, we did not capture pilot or feasibility studies unless they were included in the reviews, and these publications might have rich information on intervention design and rationale, fidelity measurement, and other issues. Our approach to community was a pragmatic and platform-based operationalization, but community mental health care can also be defined based on a philosophical perspective related to a population focus, socioeconomic context, preventive efforts, equitable access, team-based care, a life-course perspective, and cost-effectiveness for populations \[[@B12-ijerph-15-01279]\]. If a philosophical, rather than pragmatic, framing of community had been used, this would have affected which studies were included in our review.

6. Conclusions {#sec6-ijerph-15-01279}
==============

Community components are vital to address global mental health needs and to rectify the stark gap between the burden of mental disorders and access to appropriate evidence-based interventions in LMIC. Community components in the current literature represent two important contributions to addressing the global burden of disease attributable to mental and substance use disorders. First, community components extend the reach of mental health services in settings where primary care and specialty services exist. The examples from settings such as Brazil, Chile, China, and South Africa demonstrate the extension of care. They create a continuum of care from the home setting through to primary care and then specialized psychiatric and psychological care. Second, community components are part of filling the gap in settings where mental health services do not exist in primary care. Examples from Burundi, Democratic Republic of Congo, northern Uganda, South Sudan, and the Thai--Myanmar border exemplify application of community mental health in conflict-affected settings. Future research will benefit from incorporating implementation science questions and methodology using, for example, hybrid designs to make the evaluation of effectiveness and implementation outcomes core to any studies exploring community components in LMIC. We also recommend standardizing reporting for community components and for increased attention to evaluating competencies. There are promising developments for integration of new instruments and technologies utilized in community components, but we caution against stand-alone technology that does not link with other community and health system components. Going forward, it will be vital to involve more service users in design and implementation and to better document this process for community mental health services.
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###### 

Characteristics of included reviews.

  Author, Year                                           Categories of Mental Disorders
  ------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Asher et al., 2017 \[[@B28-ijerph-15-01279]\]          Psychoses
  Arjadi et al., 2015 \[[@B29-ijerph-15-01279]\]         Common mental disorders
  Barry et al., 2013 \[[@B30-ijerph-15-01279]\]          Child and adolescent disorders
  Chibanda et al., 2015 \[[@B31-ijerph-15-01279]\]       Common mental disorders
  Chowdhary et al., 2014 \[[@B32-ijerph-15-01279]\]      Perinatal mental disorders
  Chowdhary et al., 2014 \[[@B33-ijerph-15-01279]\]      Common mental disorders, Perinatal mental disorders
  Clarke et al., 2013 \[[@B34-ijerph-15-01279]\]         Perinatal mental disorders
  Cuijpers et al., 2017 \[[@B35-ijerph-15-01279]\]       Common mental disorders, Perinatal mental disorders
  De Silva et al., 2013 \[[@B36-ijerph-15-01279]\]       Common mental disorders, Psychoses
  Fazel et al., 2014 \[[@B37-ijerph-15-01279]\]          Child and adolescent disorders
  Iemmi et al., 2016 \[[@B38-ijerph-15-01279]\]          Psychoses
  Jordans et al., 2009 \[[@B39-ijerph-15-01279]\]        Child and adolescent disorders
  Jordans et al., 2016 \[[@B40-ijerph-15-01279]\]        Child and adolescent disorders
  Kieling et al., 2011 \[[@B41-ijerph-15-01279]\]        Child and adolescent disorders
  Klasen et al., 2013 \[[@B42-ijerph-15-01279]\]         Child and adolescent disorders
  Lund et al., 2011 \[[@B43-ijerph-15-01279]\]           Common mental disorders
  Mutamba et al., 2013 \[[@B44-ijerph-15-01279]\]        Common mental disorders, Child and adolescent disorders
  Naslund et al., 2017 \[[@B45-ijerph-15-01279]\]        Common mental disorders, Psychoses
  Rahman et al., 2013 \[[@B46-ijerph-15-01279]\]         Perinatal mental disorders
  Rane et al., 2017 \[[@B47-ijerph-15-01279]\]           Substance use disorders
  Singla et al., 2017 \[[@B26-ijerph-15-01279]\]         Common mental disorders, Perinatal mental disorders
  Tyrer et al., 2014 \[[@B48-ijerph-15-01279]\]          Child and adolescent disorders
  van Ginneken et al., 2013 \[[@B49-ijerph-15-01279]\]   Common mental disorders, Perinatal mental disorders, Psychoses, Substance use disorders, Child and adolescent disorders
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AMSTAR 2 Quality Assessment of Systematic Reviews.

                                                         \(1\) Question and Inclusion   \(2\) Protocol   \(3\) Study Design   \(4\) Comprehensive Search   \(5\) Study Selection   \(6\) Data Extraction   \(7\) Excluded Studies Justification   \(8\) Included Studies Details   \(9\) Risk of Bias (RoB)   \(10\) Funding Sources   \(11\) Statistical Methods   \(12\) RoB on meta-analysis   \(13\) RoB in individual Studies   \(14\) Explanation for Heterogeneity   \(15\) Publication Bias   \(16\) Conflict of Interest
  ------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------ ---------------- -------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- -------------------------------------- -------------------------------- -------------------------- ------------------------ ---------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------- -----------------------------
  Asher et al., 2017 \[[@B28-ijerph-15-01279]\]          Yes                            Yes              Yes                  Yes                          Yes                     No                      Yes                                    Yes                              Yes                        No                       Yes                          Yes                           Yes                                Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  Arjadi et al., 2015 \[[@B29-ijerph-15-01279]\]         Yes                            Yes              Yes                  Yes                          No                      No                      No                                     Yes                              Partial Yes                No                       N/A                          N/A                           Yes                                Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  Barry et al., 2013 \[[@B30-ijerph-15-01279]\]          Yes                            Yes              Yes                  Yes                          Yes                     Yes                     No                                     Yes                              Yes                        No                       N/A                          N/A                           Yes                                Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  Chibanda et al., 2015 \[[@B31-ijerph-15-01279]\]       Yes                            Yes              Yes                  Partial Yes                  Yes                     Yes                     Yes                                    Yes                              Yes                        No                       N/A                          N/A                           Yes                                Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  Chowdhary et al., 2014 \[[@B32-ijerph-15-01279]\]      Yes                            Yes              Yes                  Yes                          Yes                     Yes                     No                                     Yes                              Yes                        No                       N/A                          N/A                           Yes                                Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  Chowdhary et al., 2014 \[[@B33-ijerph-15-01279]\]      Yes                            Yes              Yes                  Yes                          Yes                     Yes                     No                                     Yes                              Yes                        No                       Yes                          Yes                           Yes                                Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  Clarke et al., 2013 \[[@B34-ijerph-15-01279]\]         Yes                            Yes              Yes                  Yes                          Yes                     Yes                     No                                     Yes                              Yes                        No                       Yes                          Yes                           Yes                                Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  Cuijpers et al., 2017 \[[@B35-ijerph-15-01279]\]       Yes                            Yes              Yes                  Partial Yes                  Yes                     Yes                     No                                     Yes                              Yes                        No                       Yes                          Yes                           Yes                                Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  De Silva et al., 2013 \[[@B36-ijerph-15-01279]\]       Yes                            Yes              Yes                  Yes                          Yes                     Yes                     Partial Yes                            Yes                              Yes                        No                       Yes                          Yes                           Yes                                Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  Fazel et al., 2014 \[[@B37-ijerph-15-01279]\]          Yes                            Partial Yes      Yes                  Partial Yes                  Yes                     Yes                     No                                     Yes                              Partial Yes                No                       N/A                          N/A                           No                                 Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  Iemmi et al., 2016 \[[@B38-ijerph-15-01279]\]          Yes                            Yes              Yes                  Yes                          Yes                     Yes                     Yes                                    Yes                              Yes                        No                       Yes                          Yes                           Yes                                Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  Jordans et al., 2009 \[[@B39-ijerph-15-01279]\]        Yes                            Yes              Yes                  Yes                          Yes                     Yes                     No                                     Yes                              Partial Yes                No                       N/A                          N/A                           Yes                                Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  Jordans et al., 2016 \[[@B40-ijerph-15-01279]\]        Yes                            Yes              Yes                  Yes                          Yes                     Yes                     Yes                                    Yes                              Yes                        No                       N/A                          N/A                           Yes                                Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  Kieling et al., 2011 \[[@B41-ijerph-15-01279]\]        Yes                            Partial Yes      No                   Partial Yes                  No                      No                      No                                     Partial Yes                      No                         No                       N/A                          N/A                           No                                 Yes                                    No                        Yes
  Klasen et al., 2013 \[[@B42-ijerph-15-01279]\]         Yes                            Yes              Yes                  Yes                          No                      No                      No                                     Yes                              Yes                        No                       N/A                          N/A                           No                                 Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  Lund et al., 2011 \[[@B43-ijerph-15-01279]\]           Yes                            Yes              Yes                  Yes                          Yes                     Yes                     No                                     Yes                              Partial Yes                No                       N/A                          N/A                           Yes                                Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  Mutamba et al., 2013 \[[@B44-ijerph-15-01279]\]        Yes                            Yes              Yes                  Partial Yes                  Yes                     Yes                     No                                     Yes                              Yes                        No                       Yes                          Yes                           Yes                                Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  Naslund et al., 2017 \[[@B45-ijerph-15-01279]\]        Yes                            Yes              Yes                  Yes                          Yes                     Yes                     No                                     Yes                              Partial Yes                No                       N/A                          N/A                           No                                 Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  Rahman et al., 2013 \[[@B46-ijerph-15-01279]\]         Yes                            Yes              Yes                  Yes                          Yes                     Yes                     No                                     Yes                              Yes                        No                       Yes                          Yes                           Yes                                Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  Rane et al., 2017 \[[@B47-ijerph-15-01279]\]           Yes                            Yes              Yes                  Partial Yes                  Yes                     Yes                     No                                     Yes                              Partial Yes                No                       N/A                          N/A                           No                                 Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  Singla et al., 2017 \[[@B26-ijerph-15-01279]\]         Yes                            Yes              Yes                  Yes                          Yes                     Yes                     Yes                                    Yes                              Yes                        No                       Yes                          Yes                           No                                 Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  Tyrer et al., 2014 \[[@B48-ijerph-15-01279]\]          Yes                            Yes              Yes                  Yes                          Yes                     Yes                     No                                     Yes                              Yes                        No                       N/A                          N/A                           Yes                                Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  van Ginneken et al., 2013 \[[@B49-ijerph-15-01279]\]   Yes                            Yes              Yes                  Yes                          Yes                     Yes                     Yes                                    Yes                              Yes                        Yes                      Yes                          Yes                           Yes                                Yes                                    Yes                       Yes
  Total, *N* (%) \*                                      23 (100%)                      21 (91%)         22 (96%)             17 (74%)                     20 (87%)                19 (83%)                6 (26%)                                22 (96%)                         16 (70%)                   1 (4%)                   10 (100%)                    10 (100%)                     17 (74%)                           23 (100%)                              22 (96%)                  23 (100%)

Abbreviations: RoB, Risk of Bias. \* Percent is based on number of eligible reviews per domain.
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###### 

Guidance for reporting of community mental health components.

  Domain                                                                                                        Information
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  *Involvement of service users and family members*                                                             How are service users and family members engaged in selection, design, implementation, and evaluation of community components?
  *2*.*Involvement of other stakeholders*                                                                       In addition to service users and caregivers, how were other stakeholders in the community engaged in the design, implementation, and evaluation? This may include potential cadres responsible for delivery and supervision of the program.
  *3*.*Rationale for use of community components*                                                               Why was a community approach selected, and what specific community component was chosen? Include formative research, literature reviews, theory of change workshops and other approaches employed; report the evidence base (e.g., GRADE scoring) for selected approach when available.
  *4*.*Procedures to assure equity, promotion of human rights, and protection from stigma and discrimination*   How do services equitably account for gender, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and other social factors? What mechanisms are in place to monitor and promote human rights, e.g., *QualityRights*; (understanding informed consent before patients decide about treatment without feeling coerced)? How are stigma and discrimination monitored and addressed?
  *5*.*Scope of activities to address mental health literacy, and prevention/promotion*                         What activities are included in the community component to address the multiple tiers of comprehensive services, including how is mental health literacy increased? What is done to address universal, targeted, or indicated prevention?
  *6*.*Treatment and rehabilitation services*                                                                   What treatments are included in the community component; and how are livelihood and quality of life addressed with psychosocial rehabilitation services?
  *7*.*Platforms for service delivery*                                                                          Where are the platforms for the community component; how was it selected and what are the facilitators and barriers?
  *8*.*Cadres and competencies of community-based service providers*                                            Who is delivering the intervention; how were they selected, trained, and supervised; how is competency evaluated and promoted; how is the mental health and quality of life of service providers monitored?
  *9*.*Integration into existing healthcare systems*                                                            How is the community program integrated into existing healthcare system; what are referral processes in stepped-care approaches?
  *10*.*Implementation procedures for establishing, sustaining, evolving, and scaling-up services*              How was the intervention adapted for the specific context; how are fidelity and quality monitored; how is the intervention adapted over time to adjust to community needs and resources; how much do the activities cost; what are the policies, manuals, and material resources needed for initiation, sustaining, and scaling up the community component?
  *11*.*Technologies used for community components*                                                             What technologies are used for delivery, monitoring fidelity and quality, promoting adherence, etc. (e.g., person-to-person contact through phone; apps on mobile devices; internet-based services)?
  *12*.*Adverse events and unintended outcomes*                                                                 What adverse events were experienced by participants; did community providers experience adverse outcomes; were there unintended consequences?
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###### 

Competencies needed for community mental health care.

  Domains                                                                                      Competencies                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Examples
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  *A*.*Partnerships and collaboration with service users, families, and other organizations*   Engaging with service users and family membersEmpowering services users for participation in community componentsEngaging with other service sectors: physical health, education, livelihood, law enforcement, and social programs                                                                           Community based participatory techniques (e.g., rural appraisal, participatory policy analysis, theory of change workshops with service users, PhotoVoice with service users)Integration of maternal and child mental health into nutrition and reproductive health servicesIntegration of stress reduction and substance use risk reduction into the workplaceIntegration of conflict reduction programs and peace programs into schools and communitiesTraining Crisis Intervention Teams (CIT)
  *B*.*Mental health literacy and attitudes*                                                   Teaching basic mental health literacyReducing stigma against persons with mental illnessPsychoeducation for specific conditionsRespecting the rights of persons with mental illnessAwareness and reporting of human rights abusesPromoting social inclusionAwareness of co-occurring and chronic illnesses   Conducting individual, family, and community psychoeducation and mental health literacy programs (e.g., VISHRAM in India)Designing radio program, street dramas, etc.Training for inclusion based on United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities for service users, service providers, and legal and law enforcement communitiesTraining on treatment of chronic illnesses based on the WHO Innovative Care for Chronic Conditions: Building Blocks for ActionDesigning and implementing social contact interventions
  *C*.*Mental health promotion and mental illness prevention*                                  Promoting hope, coping behaviors, and self-careTraining adolescents and adults on life skillsDelivering parenting programsPromoting community policies and legislation for risk reduction                                                                                                                    Manualized interventions such as Life-training Skills, Good Behavior Game, and Classroom Based InterventionTraining caregivers about child developmentEnforcing tax on alcohol and restricting access to firearms and pesticidesAddressing structural violence (exclusion) and direct violence
  *D*.*Identification of and service engagement for persons with mental illness*               Ability to perform pro-active case finding, and/or universal or targeted screeningFacilitating treatment initiation and referrals to assure entry into care                                                                                                                                                  Community Informant Detection Tools (CIDT) for pro-active case findingUsing and interpreting validated screening toolsUsing technology to facilitate referrals and monitor entry into care
  *E*.*Treatment of persons with mental illness*                                               Promoting equitable access to servicesTreatment competencies for psychological therapies, and medication adherenceAbility to adjust treatment plans for personalized care                                                                                                                                    Low intensity psychological treatments: Thinking Healthy Program, Problem Management Plus, Interpersonal Psychotherapy for Groups, Healthy Activity Program, Counseling for Alcohol Problems, Friendship Bench
  *F*.*Psychosocial rehabilitation and livelihood promotion*                                   Training on employment readiness skillsUsing recovery-based engagement modelsPromoting self-management                                                                                                                                                                                                       Community Based RehabilitationOccupational therapy programsEngagement of family in supporting recoveryReferral to microfinance, microcredit programs who support participation of persons with mental illness and family members

[^1]: All authors contributed equally and are presented in alphabetical order.
